This paper aims to incorporate intelligent mechanisms based on Soft Computing in Geographical Information Systems (GIS). The proposal here is to present a spatio-temporal prediction method of forestry evolution for a sequence of binary images by means of fuzzy inference systems (FIS), genetic algorithm (GA) and genetic programming (GP). The main inference is based on a fuzzy system which processes a set of crisp/fuzzy relations and infers a crisp relation representing the predicted image at a predefined date. The fuzzy system is formed by a fixed fuzzy rule base and a partition set that may be defined by an expert or optimized by means of a GA. Genetic programming may also be adopted to generate the size of predicted area used in the final stage of the inference process. The developed methodology is applied in regions of Venezuela, France and Guatemala to identify their forestry evolution trends. The proposed approaches are compared with other techniques to validate the system.
Introduction
In the prediction context, the evolution of a region and its future perspective arise as a particularly important question: which are the environmental impacts that may occur in a specific region in the forthcoming years? According to Centeno and Selleron [1] , the time can produce transformations upon a terrain landscape called temporal phenomena.
As discussed in [1] , from a sequence of N maps, taken from a specific region characterizing a cartographic continuous temporal phenomenon for N instants of time t 1 , . . . , t N , the evolution of this phenomenon at t N+1 can be predicted by means of fuzzy techniques. Fuzzy rule-based systems allow the integration of major factors that in general have distinct natures, as well as model the input-output relationships in a linguistic way, which is easy to humans understanding. Although incorporating interpretability into the model, fuzzy systems introduce a great number of parameters that must be adjusted by the user. Thus, the use of evolutionary techniques may increase the autonomy in the modeling, since some model parameters can be automatically adjusted.
This paper proposes a technique to predict the terrain landscapes state for a specific time, based on comparisons of preprocessed images whose originals are obtained from remote sensing images taken from specific regions in previous instants of time. As a result, forest managers or geographers interested in environmental prospective problems gain an alternative that can support their decision-making. More specifically, this paper aims at presenting an approach to evaluate a spatiotemporal prediction based on soft computing techniques [2] . The method considers the use of fuzzy reasoning associated with evolutionary techniques in digital image processing (DIP). The practical problems addressed here considered three different regions: the Reserve of Ticoporo, in Venezuela; the forest of Tabe Mountain, in France; and the region of La Joyanca, in Petén, Guatemala. The integration of diverse and heterogeneous sources of information in different scales of magnitude allows a formal trade-off between favorable and unfavorable conditions. The possibility of manipulating linguistic terms instead of mathematical formulas can facilitate the use of the systems by specialists not familiarized with the mathematical terminologies. The definition of a fuzzy rule-base allows the reasoning process to focus on specific regions of interest. Smoother decision regions resulting from the fuzzy reasoning can reduce abrupt changes in the final decision-making.
In [5] , an approach based on fuzzy inference systems and GIS (Geographic Information System) was described. It was used to identify landscape regions more suitable for plantations in agriculture.
A method that applies mathematical morphology on zones of forest progression and regression associated with a fuzzy system was presented in [10] . Morphological operators were used to modify the shape of the identified regions as a function of time. This approach may be inefficient in situations for which the profile of the studied region is non-uniform or ill defined.
In the work presented in [1, 11] , progression and regression zones were also adopted. However, instead of mathematical morphology, other techniques were used associated with fuzzy sets. Initially, the approach estimated for the instant t N+1 the size of the overall forest surface based on a linear regression method applied to analytical data. After that, a specific mathematical formula was applied to compute the coefficient of evolution for each pixel of the analyzed image. Such coefficients were normalized, resulting in a fuzzy set that represents the membership function of the landscape evolution. This set was converted into gray levels image. The lighter gray level values identify the trend to regress, while the darker ones identify the trend to progress of each image pixel. A multi-threshold method with fine gradual variations between each step, was applied to the gray levels image until the surface size achieves the predict value. The result was a binary image where the total of black pixels (forest) is the closest as possible to the predicted value obtained by the linear regression method.
In [9] another approach to evaluate a spatio-temporal prediction of forestry evolution was presented. That proposed method was inspired by the approach described in [1] , but used two fuzzy systems to analyze and predict the state of terrain landscape. The approach used two fuzzy inference systems FIS I and FIS II, whose knowledge bases were entirely defined by an expert. The evolution coefficients were obtained by means of the first fuzzy inference system (FIS I). The same multithreshold mechanism described in [1] was adopted to achieve the final binary predicted image, but the biases (superior and inferior thresholds) were obtained by the second fuzzy inference system (FIS II). This second FIS defined the best inferior and superior thresholds in a more efficient way.
The approaches described in [1, 9] can be considered efficient, and served as an inspiration for the approach proposed in this paper. However, the prediction process in this work is based on a fuzzy system whose inference mechanism can be divided into a macro and micro levels. Moreover, genetic algorithms [12, 13] and genetic programming methods [14] are used to increase the autonomy of the system project.
The next section details the fuzzy inference system proposed to forecast spatio-temporal maps as well as the modifications introduced to enhance the autonomy level and the performance of the final model.
The soft computing spatio-temporal predictor
In this paper, we intend to predict the forest landscape evolution through the access of preprocessed geographical spatial data provided in a raster format and associated with the history of this forest evolution.
The main objective of the proposed approach is to minimize the error in the final predicted image while trying to increase not only the autonomy level of the system project but also the model interpretability. For this sake, the concepts related to fuzzy reasoning and fuzzy relations have been extensively explored, and the system project may be supported by evolutionary techniques.
According to Pedrycz and Gomide [18] , a gray level image can be conveniently represented by a fuzzy relation R:X Â Y? [0, 1] where the crisp relation R:X Â Y ?{0, 1} representing a binary image is a particular case. Thus, we propose a general inference mechanism based on a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), which processes a set of crisp and fuzzy relations and produces as the final output a crisp relation representing the predicted image at a predefined date. Fig. 1 presents the general inference mechanism of the proposed FIS.
As can be noted in Fig. 1 , at the macro level (the whole image point of view), the prediction process is carried out by a FIS, composed of five modules:
Transformation module. Fuzzifier module. Main inference module. Aggregation module. Defuzzifier module.
The process starts, at the transformation module, with progression and regression maps being calculated from the input binary images used for training and taken at different instants of time. After that, every pair of crisp relations representing progression and regression maps is processed in the fuzzifier module to generate a pair of fuzzy relations representing the influence maps. These influence maps are presented as the inputs of the main inference module (MIM), which produces, in the output, fuzzy relations regarding evolution coefficients matrixes. In the sequence, the generated evolution coefficients matrixes are combined in the aggregation module through an average operator, giving rise to a unique fuzzy relation. Finally this fuzzy relation, which can be transformed into a fuzzy image to support the geographer analyses, will be the basis for the defuzzifier module, which applies a threshold mechanism to find out the binary predicted image. Such binary image can be compared in the test phase with the real binary image to evaluate the system performance. The threshold values used in the defuzzifier module are defined based on a second set of fuzzy rules and a regression model. If the total number (N) of available binary maps is high enough (N > 3), there are two ways to increment the system autonomy: the regression expression (which forecasts the final forest surface size) may be automatically achieved by means of a genetic programming method and the data base in the MIM module may be adjusted by a genetic algorithm.
The general scheme of inference presented in Fig. 1 is processed at the macro level (the whole image) which depends on a series of manipulations and specific inference processes performed in the micro level (every pixel in the image) as will be detailed as follows.
Transformation module
The transformation module receives as input a set of N preprocessed binary images M i , i = 1,. . . , N. Although important, this preprocessing phase extends the scope of this paper and will not be detailed (refer to [15] for more details). In the transformation module a subtraction procedure is carried out to compute the progression and regression maps. By means of a simple subtraction (pixel by pixel), each map representing a progression or a regression zone is obtained from two consecutive images:
Thus, for N instants of time, there will be N À 1 progression maps and N À 1 regression maps. Examples of some progression and regression zone maps for the Reserve of Ticoporo, in Venezuela are depicted in Fig. 2. 
Fuzzifier module
This module performs the transformation of crisp relations (i.e. binary images representing progression/regression maps) into fuzzy relations (matrixes representing progression/regression influence maps with elements in the range [0, 1]). Before applying the fuzzifier operator, this module uses a labeling algorithm [16] to identify, in each map M i , connected regions Lab l , l = 1,. . . , L, with L being automatically calculated by the labeling algorithm. The resulting image is named labeled image. Next, the influence maps computation starts with the calculus of the centroid [17] of every labeled region Lab l in the ith labeled image, followed by the action of the fuzzifier operator according to the following equation:
where Norm is the normalization applied to guarantee that the result is in the range [0, 1]; Inf P=R i ðxÞ is the influence calculated for a pixel x (located at kth row and jth column of the ith labeled image obtained from a progression or a regression map); Inf l i ðxÞ is the influence calculated for such pixel x considering only the lth labeled region; DT i = t N+1 À t i+1 , is the interval time between the predicted image and the labeled image; R l (x, C l ) is the Euclidean distance between x and the centroid C l of the lth labeled region; D k (x, p l (x)) is the Euclidean distance between x and p l (x), with p l (x) representing the closest pixel to x in the lth labeled region.
Thus, the influence calculated for each pixel in a specific labeled image considers that a pixel x next to a labeled region (low D l ) is higher influenced than another one that is far from this region. The region size must also be considered, since larger regions (high R l ) have higher influence on its pixels neighbors than smaller regions. Finally, old maps, i.e. labeled maps registered far from the instant t N+1 (high DT), have lower influence. The reason for including R l instead of the surface size, is that it allows the algorithm to take into account the surface shape (some kind of ''extension measure" computed in the direction of the pixel x). Thus, an elliptical region, for example, will have the highest influence along its larger radius.
This process is repeated for every pixel in each labeled image i, i = 1. . . N À 1, providing N À 1 pairs of influence maps. Such maps will be used as inputs of the fuzzy rule-base proposed in the MIM, in order to infer regions with higher/lower trend to progress, regress or stabilize, as detailed in the next section. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the discrete version (scaled to gray levels) of the matrixes representing regression and progression influence maps, where the lighter pixels identify regions with higher influence to regress (Fig. 3a) and darker pixels identify regions with higher influence to progress (Fig. 3b ).
Main inference module
This module is composed by a set of m fuzzy rules, proposed to support the reasoning mechanism used to infer the region evolution trend. For all the problems addressed here the rule-base is fixed and defined by an expert as shown in Table 1 . Every fuzzy rule considers two input variables (influence of progression and influence of regression) and one output regarding the trend of a pixel to progress, stabilize or regress. All fuzzy rules are of the Mamdani type [18] .
The data base can be also defined by an expert (see Fig. 16a ) or by a self-adapting mechanism based on genetic algorithms (GA) (see Fig. 16b ) which optimizes the partition set of every variable under consideration. The system resulting from the use of a genetic algorithm to adjust fuzzy parameters is named genetic fuzzy system [19, 20] and can be considered efficient whenever we have an adequate amount of input binary images (N ) 3) describing the whole temporal phenomena. In this case, we say that the system learns through the data. The self-adaptation of the data base will be detailed in Section 4.2.
Looking at the macro level, i.e., from the matrix point of view, this module produces N À 1 fuzzy relations representing evolution coefficient matrixes from the N À 1 pairs of fuzzy relations representing the influence maps. Thus, we can say that the set of m fuzzy rules in the MIM performs the transformation h: Inf 2 ? EC given by EC i ¼ hðInf
Thereafter, these N À 1 fuzzy relations are merged together to produce a unique fuzzy relation, i.e. the fuzzy image representing the whole temporal phenomena that is trying to be described. The next section details this merging process.
As discussed at the beginning of this section, the macro level depends on a series of manipulations and a specific inference process performed in the micro level (every element of the matrix). Looking at the micro level, the inference mechanism produces as the output a crisp value y Þ and i = 1,. . ., N À 1. Such crisp values are obtained considering that each pair of points activates a fuzzy rule (from the set of m rules), which in turn infers a fuzzy output. This fuzzy output will be further aggregated with the other ones inferred from the remainder activated rules to produce, after a defuzzification process, the crisp output y i w of the fuzzy system.
As an example of the micro level procedure, consider two fuzzy rules (from the set of m rules proposed in the MIM):
and the input (fact) given by where Progression_Influence and Regression_Influence are linguistic variables X 1 and X 2 and Little, Medium, and Large are linguistic terms in the rule antecedent represented by fuzzy sets defined in the universe X 1 ¼ ½0; 1 and X 2 ¼ ½0; 1, while High_Regression and Low regression are the linguistic terms in the consequent Y represented by fuzzy sets defined in the universe Y ¼ ½0; 1. Fig. 4 illustrates the inference process, considering the rules R1 and R2, and the fact I. In this case, we assume that the fact is given by two crisp inputs (represented by values in arbitraries positions X 1 = u 1 and X 2 = u 2 , where the index 1 and 2 represent the inputs associated with progression and regression maps, respectively).
Therefore, the pair of crisp inputs (represented by singletons defined at points ½Inf
matches its correspondent antecedent in the jth fuzzy rule (matching fact/rule given by l j mk ). The antecedent aggregation process defines, through a specific operator (algebraic product in this case), the activation level l j of the jth fuzzy rule. This fuzzy rule infers, based on the activation level and rule semantic (the minimum in this case), a subnormal fuzzy set B j* . All the inferred fuzzy set B j* are aggregated, through the rule aggregation operator (the maximum in this case) resulting in the fuzzy set B(y). Finally, this fuzzy set is defuzzified giving rise to the evolution coefficient (i.e. the output y inferred from the input [u
). This process is repeated for every pair
Þ providing the ith matrix of evolution coefficients EC i .
Aggregation module
The objective of this module is to aggregate information obtained from the previous module to generated a unique fuzzy relation that normalized in the range [0, 255] provides the fuzzy image. Such fuzzy image can help the geographers or forest managers to visualize the whole temporal phenomena that is taking place. The aggregation of N À 1 fuzzy relations obtained from the previous module is based on the averaging operators described in [18] . The one adopted here considers the weighted averaging operator OWA. The weighted coefficients are obtained from the vector t = [t 1 , . . . , t i , . . . , t N ] which stores all the instants of time when the phenomenon of forest evolution has been registered plus the prediction year t N+1 . Such coefficients are employed to describe the temporal difference between the analyzed relations (images). So the result of aggregating all the fuzzy relations is given by the matrix G whose elements G(x) are given by the following equation:
where EC i is a fuzzy relation representing the ith matrix of evolution coefficients, whose element EC i (x) corresponds to the output y inferred by the MIM rule-base; norm is the normalization applied to guarantee that P NÀ1 i¼1 w i ¼ 1; t Nþ1 is the year when the predicted image has been registered and t i+1 is the most recent year associated with the ith matrix of evolution coefficients.
R1:
If Thus, the aggregation module provides a matrix whose elements, ranging over the interval [0, 1], represent the evolution trend of every pixel in the image. Finally, this fuzzy relation is transformed into a gray scaled image (fuzzy image Z) with pixels ranging from [0, 255] . In this fuzzy image, the brighter tones correspond to higher trends of pixels to regress, and darker tones identify higher trends of pixels to progress. The fuzzy image resulting from the example illustrated in the previous modules is depicted in Fig. 6a , where the fuzzy image has been obtained from the matrix G calculated by Eq. (2), assuming t = [1975, 1987, 1989] and the prediction year of 1994. The fuzzy image Z could be used to entirely assist the geographer's decision, through the interpretation of the resulting grey level values. In this case the next module (i.e. the defuzzifier module) should not be considered.
Defuzzifier module
A binary predicted image is provided by this module based on a multi-threshold method, which considers the amount of pixels in each gray level of the fuzzy image Z. To get the binary image, we apply inferior and superior thresholds on the elements of the fuzzy relation G (associated with the fuzzy image Z) resulting from the aggregation module.
Thus, all the elements G( Tests with different values of thresholds are carried out, until we get a final surface size as close as possible to the target surface value obtained for instant t N+1 (this surface value may be calculated by a GP method as will detailed in Section 4.1). Therefore, the final binary image B N+1 obtained from the best thresholds corresponds to the predict image at instant t N+1 , and the system performance can be evaluated by comparing the binary images M N+1 and B N+1 .
Fuzzy rules-base to multi-thresholding process
A second set of m 0 fuzzy rules is proposed to assist the search procedure in the defuzzifier module (see Fig. 1 ). In this module, the fuzzy rules consider three input variables -the Inferior Threshold if t ; the Difference between the Target Surface size and the Reached Surface size ðs Nþ1 À s r Nþ1 Þ; and Temporal Distance to the Predict Year (t N+1 À t N ) -and one output variablethe New Inferior Threshold. This second set of fuzzy rules is illustrated in Table 2 . The data base (or the universe partition) is defined by an expert that considers Gaussian functions uniformly distributed along the universe of each variable, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The reasoning mechanism of this module is based on the following ideas:
In the case that the predicted surface size does not reach the target surface size calculated by the regression method, the fuzzy rules suggest a new value for the inferior threshold new_if t . Consequently, a new superior threshold can be calculated based on the complement of the first value (new_sup t = 1 À new_if t ), since we assume they are complementary.
The difference between the current and target surface sizes ðs Nþ1 À s r Nþ1 Þ; is used to decide if we must decrease the inferior threshold and to increase the superior, or vice versa. The temporal distance between the most recent image to the image of predicted the year can be used to define the step size of the updates.
After deciding the proper pair of threshold values (this process is named a global search procedure), a local search takes place to fine tune the threshold values. This local search updates the current values by means of fixed step size = 0.001 (as performed in the original work [1] ).
Through the multi-threshold process, it is possible to calculate which pixels will be black or white in the resulting binary image B N+1 . Considering the examples illustrated in the previous modules we will obtain, from the fuzzy image Z shown in Fig. 6a the binary image B N+1 depicted in Fig. 6b . 
Evolutionary techniques
When there is sufficient available information it may be interesting to free the user of defining some parameters of the fuzzy model. In these cases, the system can learn through the data, increasing the project autonomy. In this paper, two techniques inspired by evolutionary computation are being adopted to increase the project system autonomy. In the first case, a genetic programming-based algorithm can be used to automatically adjust the parameters of the regression model. In the second case, a genetic algorithm can be used to optimize the membership functions of the first set of fuzzy rules, i.e. the data base in the MIM.
Genetic programming to calculate the size of the predict surface
This section describes the genetic programming (GP) algorithm used to forecast the total number of forest pixels in the analyzed region (i.e. pixels that are supposed to be black in the final predicted image). The best solution provided by the GP approach determines the class and coefficients of the function to be adopted in the forecasting. The output of the regression model used as a predictor defines the size (s N+1 ) of the predicted surface and will be used as an input for the second set of fuzzy rules (the set m 0 fuzzy rules in the defuzzifier module illustrated in Fig. 1 ). The proposed GP algorithm is focused on the induction of mathematical expressions based on data, i.e. it carries out the process named symbolic regression [21] . In the algorithm considered here, the GP searches for mathematical expressions that present good fitting to the evolution curve of the forest surface to be predicted. It considers the surface sizes s i of the existing images registered at t i , i = 1,. . . , N and the temporal differences between these instants. Thus, for a set of images registered at N instants of time, the number of forest pixels s N+1 will be predicted for the instant t N+1 , based on the best solution provided by the GP approach. The best solution in this case will be an expression whose output values result in the least mean squared error (MSE), considering the data [t i , s i ], i = 1,. . . , N. The method considers all the points in the whole temporal phenomena used for training, with end points influencing in a more effective way (see Eq. (3)).
Basically, the GP algorithm keeps a population of mathematical expressions (individuals), evaluates each individual based on the resulting expression it encodes, uses selection method to define which expressions will survive, applies genetic operators to modify the existing expressions, and creates new ones, in order to converge to a good solution. In what follows we describe the main characteristics of the adopted GP algorithm.
Input parameters:
Array with all the temporal units (years) used in the training process and their associated surface sizes. Training data:
Maximum depth range of the abstract syntax trees that will represent individuals (expressions). Total number of individuals that it will compose the population. Stop conditions: maximum number of generations or acceptable Mean Square Error (MSE) value.
Encoding: Individuals are represented by abstract syntax trees, composed of free combination of functions and terminals, which are described as:
Terminals set: Independent variable t that represents a temporal unit -year, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Functions set: +, À, /, * ,ˆ, exp(x) = ex(x), log(x) = ln(x), sqrtðxÞ ¼ ffiffi ffi
To guarantee only feasible solutions we impose the condition that the variable t must be present in at least one node that composes the abstract syntax tree.
Initial population: The population is initialized based on the Ramped-half-and-half method [21] . The max depth range of the generated trees is defined by the user.
Fitness evaluation: For each individual j we evaluate its fitness by replacing some specific year t i in the expression s i = f(t i ), i = 1,. . . , N encoded by this individual and a weighted MSE is calculated according to the following equation:
with e 1 6 e 2 6 Á Á Á 6 e N ð3Þ
We assumed e 1 6 e 2 6 Á Á Á 6 e N to facilitate the use of the regression model as a predictor. In order to ensure the closing properties (e.g. division for 0), we impose penalties into the fitness function.
Selection process: The tournament selection [22] method is applied. Thus, a set composed of 30% of randomly selected individuals is created. The individual in this group with the best fitness (or least MSE) is selected to represent a possible parent.
Crossover: In the GP algorithm adopted here, the crossover rate is defined as 0.6. The crossover is based on a random choice of the cut point (node) in each selected parent (tree). After the cut point selection, all the components (functions and terminals) in the nodes below this cut point are exchanged.
Mutation: Different from standard mutation operator, the mutation considered here is associated with an individual instead of a gene. So, the rate must be increased and the value adopted in the simulation phase is 0.3. Three different kinds of mutation can be applied: Type 1 mutation: It creates a new subtree to replace the subtree of the selected node. Type 2 mutation: It alters all the constants that compose the subtree of the selected node. Type 3 mutation: It alters the value of selected node. If the node is a terminal, it will be replaced by another terminal. If the node is a function, it will be replaced by another function with the same arity.
These three forms of mutation seem to be interesting because in the initial generations, it is important to explore the whole search space to find out promise regions. So, large modifications should be more common. However, in the final generations, we expect small modifications to fine tune the possible solutions.
Thus, initially, mutation of types 1, 2 and 3 are applied with 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2 probabilities, respectively. Along evolution, type 1 mutation rate decreases while type 2 and type 3 mutation rates increase. In this way, at final stage of the evolutionary process, the probability of type 1 becomes very low, while the probabilities of types 2 and 3 become high (specially type 2). In Section 5, the results of simulations considering the GP method are compared with the ones considering the expert definition for the regression function.
Self-adapting the rule-base in the main inference module
This section describes how the genetic algorithm may adjust the fuzzy partition of every variable in the MIM rule-base. Each individual that composes the population represents the whole set of membership functions (the whole data base). The fitness of every individual is calculated by the complete execution of the spatio-temporal prediction. The system performs a forecast for the studied region at the last instant of time used in the training. This process is repeated until the maximum number of generations is achieved, or the level of similarity between predicted image B N and target image M N is considered acceptable. After defining the best set of membership functions for the studied region, we can use this adjusted set to generate predictions for available data in the forthcoming year (t N+1 ). Therefore, the instants of time considered for testing are different from the ones adopted in the training process.
Input parameters:
A set of preprocessed binary images
Total number of individuals that it will compose the population. Stop conditions: maximum number of generations or acceptable level of similarity.
Encoding:
The algorithm works with a population of partition sets. The relative encoding scheme is based on the work presented in [20] . Fig. 7 shows an example of an individual in the population.
In this structure, a function k is represented by five parameters (S k , L k , C 1k , C 2k , R k ) that identify the form and location of the function. The first parameter (S k ) regards the function type: value 1 for triangular, 2 for trapezoidal and 3 for Gaussian types. Considering the trapezoidal type, the decoded values (l k , c 1k , c 2k , r k ) can be calculated as: c 1k = c 2kÀ1 + C 1k ; c 2k = c 1k + C 2k ; l k = c 1k À L k ; r k = c 2k + R k . The parameter L k defines the left spread; considering the core [18] of the kth membership function given by ½lim Based on these decoded values, it is possible to calculate the absolute parameters for each membership function, as shown in Table 3 . 
The main characteristics of genetic algorithm adopted here are described in what follows: Initial population: The initial population is composed by membership functions uniformly distributed. Each individual is formed by free combinations of the triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian functions.
Fitness evaluation: The inference mechanism of MIM is performed considering that each individual encodes a possible solution (i.e. a specific partition set). In the training phase, the general inference mechanism of the proposed approach (Fig. 1) will produce a predict image B N for a target year t N . This final image is compared with the target M N , and the level of similarity between these images is used as the fitness value of the associated individual.
Selection process: The tournament selection [22] method is also applied, using a set composed of 10% of individuals in the population. The individual of that group with best fitness (the highest level of similarity) will be selected as a parent and the crossover will be applied depending on the crossover rate.
Crossover: The crossover is applied in a standard way. Thus, for every pair of generated parents, a random realization (r) is carried out. If r is less than the crossover rate, a single-point crossover is applied, with the crossover point being randomly selected. In all the performed experiments, crossover rate is set as 0.6.
Mutation: The mutation rate is defined as 0.05, and is considered for each individual gene. In the case that mutation occurs, the modification depends on the encoded parameter:
Parameter S k : the new value is randomly chosen from T = {trapezoidal, triangular, Gaussian}. Parameter Correction: If a genetic operator generates an unfeasible partition set, a correction operator is applied to ensure only feasible individuals. As presented in [20, 23] , a fuzzy partition is considered interpretable only if the overlapping between membership functions is limited in the interval [c, j], where c is named minimum overlap and guarantees the partition completeness and j is called maximum overlap and guarantees the visibility [23] in the partition set. In the carried out simulations these parameters are set as c = 0.02 and j = 0.95. The correction depends on the point where unfeasibility occurs and the type of the membership function that will be changed. For trapezoidal and triangular functions the process is trivial: the operator changes the parameter L k , where k is the function located at the right side of the unfeasible point. In this way, the new value L 0 k is defined as the support value where (k)th function overlaps the point l 0 = max(c, min(l, j)), and l is the membership value where kth function overlaps (k À 1)th function. For the Gaussian function, because its symmetry, it is not possible to correct one side of the function without affecting the other side. Therefore, the parameters of the corrected Gaussian function (t, r) are obtained through of the solution of the equation system (Eq. (4)): 
Simulation results
In this section, we test the proposed system performance considering three different cases of study: the forest Reserve of Ticoporo, in Venezuela; the forest of Tabe Mountain, in France; and the region of La Joyanca, in Petén -Guatemala. The input binary images obtained by preprocessing remote sensing Landsat and Spot images taken from each region at t = [t 1 , . . . , t i , . . . , t N+1 ] are presented in Figs. 8-10 , and serve as the basis to the prediction methods.
As can be noted, it is very difficult to use traditional forecast methods since there is too few available data. In the case of Tabe for example, N = 3, therefore there is no available data to test the system at instant t N+1 . The specific region of Ticoporo, in Andes Mountain, contains a private forest used for industrial exploration. Hence, in this area, the deforestation does not present a continuous behavior. In order to perform the analysis of the region without considering this private area, we apply, before initiating the prediction analysis, a geographic mask illustrated in Fig. 8b on the images depicted in Fig. 8a . In the case of Ticoporo we have N = 3 binary images used for training, and the last binary image, the one registered at t N+1 = 1994, is used to test the system performance. In the case of Petén -Guatemala, we have N = 4 images in the training set and the last binary image, the one registered at t N+1 = 1998, is used to test the system performance. The proposed system, considering three different levels of autonomy in the model project, will be compared with other known methods to predict forest evolutions. So, five approaches are considered in this section:
AutomataSTP: an approach based on cellular automata to spatio-temporal prediction [4] (see Section 2). MathFormSTP: an approach based on mathematical formulas and some fundamentals of fuzzy sets to spatio-temporal prediction [1] , (see Section 2). Proposed approaches:
FuzzySTP (low level of autonomy): an approach based on a fuzzy inference scheme to spatio-temporal prediction, where the fuzzy system parameters and the linear regression coefficients are entirely defined by an expert. FuzzyGPSTP (medium level of autonomy): like FuzzySTP, but with a genetic programming used to find out a suitable regression function. SoftCompSTP (high level of autonomy): similar to FuzzyGPSTP but with a genetic algorithm used to optimize the partition set (data base) in the main inference module.
Fixed knowledge base
In this section, the first proposed approach FuzzySTP is compared with other techniques (AutomataSTP and MathFormSTP) to validate the system while forecasting the forestry evolution of a region in Venezuela (Ticoporo). Since the Tabe forest can not be used for evaluating the system (there is no available data for testing) and the remaining approaches (AutomataSTP and MathFormSTP) did not consider the forest of La Joyanca, only the forest of Ticoporo will be analyzed in this section.
In the case of FuzzySTP approach, the fuzzy system is composed by a fixed knowledge base [2] (rule-base + data base), which is entirely defined by an expert, (see Table 1 and Fig. 16 ). In all of these cases, the regression method is applied to define the final surface size of the image with the class and coefficients of f being manually adjusted. Table 4 shows the resulting levels of similarity 1 between the predicted image B N+1 and real image M N+1 of Ticoporo taken at t N+1 = t 4 = 1994, for the first three approaches being compared. . In this case, there is no testing data. 1 The level of similarity is computed as the total of correct pixels (i.e. the pixels that match in the predicted and the real image) divided by the total of pixels in the image.
As can be noted, the results obtained by the proposed approach are comparable with the ones produced by the approaches presented in the literature. Fig. 11 illustrates the predicted images and the errors for each approach considered.
Although the comparing approaches performed in a similar way considering the numerical aspects, all of them presented some regions with high density of incorrect points, probably due to the insufficient amount of available data (N + 1 = 4). Nevertheless, it is important to note that the FuzzySTP seems to produce slightly improved results as illustrated in Fig. 11b . Besides the apparent parsimony, the proposed approach presents an additional advantage: its performance and its autonomy can be both improved as N increases. This characteristic will be discussed in the next subsection.
Evolutionary knowledge base
During the development phase, the FuzzySTP was modified to incorporate an automatic mechanism to define the regression function f: s i = f(t i ), i = 1,. . . , N + 1. This higher level of autonomy in the model project can be achieved by the use of genetic programming (see Section 4.1 for more details), and this upgrade was named FuzzyGPSTP. Fig. 12 compares the results obtained by the function f whose class and coefficients are defined by the expert (ExpertExpression) and by the GP (GPExpression).
Since the genetic programming proposed here does not support any simplification procedure during evolution it seems to produce more complex math expressions when compared with the ones proposed by the expert. However, after some simplifications, the resulting expressions can be well understood by the user. Due to the stochastic nature of the genetic programming-based approach we performed 10 runs 2 for the GP algorithm (FuzzyGPSTP), each one with a maximum of 100 generations, 50 individuals in the population and a max depth range of 4.
The results in terms of mean and standard deviation can be viewed in Table 5 . The genetic programming (GP) algorithm reduces the dependence on the expert to define the class and the coefficients of the function f that forecasts the final surface size. Moreover, as can be noted in Fig. 12 and Table 5 , the FuzzyGPSTP approach deals with non-linearities present in data in a more efficient way.
As explained in Section 4.2, the methodology proposed in this paper may also be improved by means of an intelligent mechanism based on genetic algorithm to automatically define the MIM data base (i.e., the fuzzy partition set in the main inference module). A set of simulations was performed for each studied region. As in the case of GP, we carried out 10 runs of the GA-based approach with a maximum of 20 generations and 50 individuals in the population because of the stochastic nature of GA. Table 5 shows the mean and standard deviation of the similarity levels resulting from the 10 runs. This table compares the results achieved by FuzzySTP, FuzzyGPSTP and SoftCompSTP approaches for the forests of Ticoporo (in Venezuela) and La Joyanca (in Guatemala).
The aim here is to analyze how increasing the system autonomy can affect the prediction results. So we tested the three proposed approaches in ascending order of project autonomy: (1) (low level) a system that entirely depends on the expert (FuzzySTP); (2) (medium level) a system with the surface size predictor f being automatically adjusted (FuzzyGPSTP); (3) (high level) a system with the surface size predictor f and the MIM data base being automatically adjusted (SoftCompSTP).
Figs. 13 and 14 compare the predicted images obtained by the best individuals among all the runs resulting from the approaches FuzzySTP, FuzzyGPSTP and SoftCompSTP for the Ticoporo and La Joyanca forests, respectively. In the case of Tabe forest, as presented in Fig. 15 , since all the images were used in the training phase, no test can be performed, and we arbitrarily chose t N+1 = t 4 = 2010, only to figure out how would be this forest in the future.
It is important to point out that increasing the project autonomy, not only frees the user to define some model parameters, but it also gives rise to some improvements in the system performance as can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14. In the case of Ticoporo, since we have only N = 3 training binary images, the benefits of using GA were not so evident (the confidence level is less than 95% as shown by the T-student test whose results are illustrated in Table 5 ). However, as can be noted in the case of La Joyanca region, when the amount of available information increases (N = 4 training binary images), the performance of the system can be slightly enhanced by the use of soft computing techniques. a l: mean of 10 runs; r: standard deviation in 10 runs; best: the best individual among all runs. Fig. 13 . Comparison of the prediction results for Ticoporo with the FuzzySTP, FuzzyGPSTP and SoftCompSTP. Fig. 16 presents the data base (or the universe partition) resulting from the genetic algorithm optimization compared with the ones defined by the expert.
Here, it is possible to note that the automatic adjustment of the data base produces non-uniform partition sets (allowing the exploration of the non-uniform distribution of data), besides it generates interpretable partition sets. So the method is efficient in optimizing the partition set subject to the completeness and maximum overlapping restrictions. Finally, it is important to point out that the main objective of the SoftCompSTP approach is to predict evolution with a more interpretable model associated with higher autonomy in the model project. Thus, in the simulation phase, the time necessary to produce predicted images was not considered as a restriction. However, it is well known that evolutionary techniques as GP and AG are time consuming methods; so whenever the time is not considered a limitation (e.g. off-line applications) the SoftCompSTP appears as an alternative approach.
Conclusion
This paper presented an alternative approach to evaluate a spatio-temporal prediction of forestry evolution in any direction (deforestation or reforestation). The proposed method was based on comparisons of preprocessed images whose originals were obtained from remote sensing maps taken from forest regions in some previous time. The model used fuzzy systems and evolutionary techniques to analyze and predict the state of terrain landscape. The results showed that the use of a fuzzy system is an interesting alternative, since the performance of the proposed approach was similar to other techniques presented in the literature. The modifications resulting from the use of genetic programming and genetic algorithm improved the fuzzy system performance, as well as yielded a final interpretable model with a good level of autonomy, facilitating its use by specialists not familiarized with mathematical terminologies. In the near future we intend to incorporate mechanisms to automatically adjust other parameters (as the whole knowledge base, including the defuzzifier module and the rule-base in the main inference module). Additionally, we intend to improve the genetic algorithm, adding local search mechanisms to test the proposed approach in other forest regions and different prediction contexts.
